Abstract -Class 6mm materials in the form of plates are attractive candidates for modem resonant sensor and actuator applications, because many possess desirable attributes besides piezoelectricity. In virtually all current applications of 6mm materials requiring use of the piezoelectric effect, the polar axis is either along, or perpendicular to, the major plate faces.
INTRODUCTION
We treat the one-dimensional case of simple thickness modes of 6mm thin plates. For this symmetry the basal plane is isotropic, and only the angle between the plate noma1 and the direction of the polar axis is unique.
Usually, the plate is piezoelectrically driven by electrodes placed on the major surfaces, creating an electric field in the thickness direction; this is called thickness excitation (E) [l] . When the exciting field lies in the plane of the plate, the situation is referred to as lateral excitation (LE) [2] . We assume that the lateral electric field is impressed along the rotated XI axis, and adopt the usual conventions defining both the crystal axial set, and the notation (Yxtt)e/y specifjmg the orientation of a plate aligned with a rotated coordinate set of axes. The plate thickness is taken along the rotated X2 axis, which is the direction of plane wave progression.
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The angles 8, and y specifying the two rotations determines the rotation matrix ( a ) .
We take a. = a2, and = al,. Then, using the full tensor forms of the elastic, piezoelectric, and dielectric constants, the following quantities are formed:
The quantities appropriate to LE are now formed
The eigenvalue equation e , , , '
For the LE case:
e,,,' (LE) = yJml A,
( 1 1) e,,," (LE) = e, " (LE) -{EI~'/E~z'} e,,,' (TE) (12) 
(1 4)
In both TE and LE cases, the the plate normal, one shear mode remains pure, and inert to TE (polarized perpendicular to both P and to the plate normal). It may be either the 'b' or 'c' mode, depending on the material and angle. The other two modes are coupled, and TE drives both. All three modes, the pure shear and the two coupled modes, are driven by LE if Elateral is neither normal nor parallel to P'. If Elaterai is normal to P', only the pure shear mode, polarized normal to P', (and therefore along Elaterai), is driven by LE. If E,atem, is parallel to P', only the two coupled modes are driven by LE, (since they both have components of displacement along Elaterai), and the motions are normal to that of the inert pure shear mode, i.e., in the plane containing P' and the plate normal.
For a rotated cut, with P oblique to the plate normal, the pure shear perpendicular to both P' and fi is driven by LE (for a rotated Y cut, the required E is El); although k(LE) goes to zero at the Y cut. At the Y cut, (e = OD) the stiffness is CE66; for the z cut, it is cE44. For e between 0" and 90°, the stiffness for this pure mode transforms as (CE66 Co?(e) + cE44 sin2(@)).
The coupled shear and extension modes (in the plane of P' and f i ) , for a rotated cut, are driven by LE (for a rotated Y cut, the required E is E'3). At the Y cut, the mode coupling ceases, and k(LE) drives the a mode only. At the Z cut, the mode coupling likewise ceases, but now k(LE) dnves the degenerate shear polarized normal to P with isotropic azimuthal piezocoupling; the displacement is along the applied field. At the Y cut, the a mode stiffness is cE,,; for the Z cut, it is c33bar = + e3:/~~~. For e between 0' and 90°, the stifhess for this mode transforms in a somewhat complicated manner.
The above results are detailed in the following tables. Table 1 gives the effective elastic stiffnesses for the three modes of Y-cut, rotated-Y-cut, and Z-cut 6mm materials. Tables 2,3 , and 4 give the corresponding piezocoupling factors. In Tables 1, 2 , and 4, and in the formulas below, se stands for sin(€)), etc., and in Table 4 
